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PRESSURE EFFECTS ON FLUORESCENCE AND PHOTODIMERIZATION 

    ANTHRACENE AND 9-METHYLANTHRACENE IN SOLUTION

OF

B] FUIIO TANAKA AND JIRD Ost;G]

   The relative values of photodimerization yields m. and duorescence yields 
®r with anlhracene and 9-methylan[hracene were measured is n-hesane at 
room temperature under pressures up to 3,000kg~cma. In anlhracene where ~r 
has a slight pressure dependence, the apparent first order rate constant kam for 
photodimerization yield wasapproxima[ely inversely praportinal to the visco-
sity of the solvent. On [he other. Land, in 9-methylanthrareae where mr in-
creases steeply with increasing pressure, kola did not decrease with pressure so 
much as predicted from the increase of the viscosity of the solvent. Considering 
the changes of me as the changes of Li[etime. rr of the lowest excited single[ state 
$, the pressure dependences of photodimerization rate constants k: wereob-
tained according to the relation kow=k~•.: r. In 9-methylanthracene as well 
as anlhracene kr were nearly inversely proportional to [he viscosity of the sol-
vent. The remarkable effects of pressure on fluorescence yields also were dis-
cussed iD view of the in[ersystem crossing from the $ state to the second tri-

plet state T2.

Introduction

   The effects of high pressure on the chemical reactions and the relaxation processes of excited 

molecules have been studied by several workers. With chemical processes, the pressure effects on the 

formation and dissociation of excimer in the lowest excfted single[ state Sa Lave been exclusively ex-

amined by fluorescence measurementsl-4>. The effect of pressure on the rates for both formation and 

dissociation of excimer have been explained from the increase of the viscosity of the solvent due to 

increase of pressuce2~a}. These results are qualitatively consistent with the prediction that bimolecular 

reactions in the Sa state would be controlled by diffusion. The pressure effects on the relaxation pro-

cesses from the $ ;fate and [he lowest triplet state TI have been investigated with various organic 

compounds in rigid solutions by measurements of lifetimess-e>. The decreases of lifetimes were ob-

served in most of studied compounds with increasing pressure. But these interesting obsen•ations Lave

(Received Nouembas 2p, 1972) 
1) Th. F&rster, C. 0. Leibeq H. P. Seidel and A. Nelleq Z. Physik. Chen:. V. h'., 39, 
2) H. P. Seidel and B. K. Selinger, eius/ralian J. C/ran:., 18, 977 ([965) 
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not been explained completely. 
   The authors have. been interested in the pressure effects on the photochemical reactions in 

solutionsl. The present work concerns the pressure effects on the bimolecular reaction in the excited 
singtet state in relation to the influence of high pressure on its lifetime. It is confirmed that the photo-
dimerizations of anthracene and its derivatives occur between an edited singtet molecule and a ground 
state molecule, and the reaction rates are controlled by diflusionlo.rtl, The photodimerization yield at 
the low concentration is written by 

                          kr+k;~+kt. 

where ka kr, kia and kts are the rate constants for photodimerization, radiative process of fluorescence, 
internal conversion to the ground state and intersystem crossing to the triple[ state, respectively, and 
rr is the average lifetime of the excited single[ state, and [c) is the concentration of solution. I[ is 
predicted that k, is approximately inversely proportional to the viscosity of the solvent according to a 
simple theory on the. diffusion-controlled reaction. But because an appazen[ rate constant koes for 
photodimerization yield contains lifetime rc besides kr, the pressure effect on : r must be made dear in 
order to obtain the pressure dependence of kr. To know the influence of pressure on rr, the fluorescence 
spectra mere measured under high pressure. The fluorescence yield at the low concentration where 

photodimerization is negligible is given by 

                              tDr-ke+kta+k~ kr rr. 

If ke is invariable with pressure, the change of Or is equal to that of ; r. Indeed, though kr may be 
vazied, for instance, by the increase of refractive index of the solvent with increasing pressure, its 
change is small in /he pressure range up to 3,OOOkg/tma in this experiment, and the assumption that 
kc is constant will not cause a large error. With anthracene and 9-methylanthracene kaba and Or were 
measured as relative values in ro-hexane al room temperature at pressures up to 3,000 kg/cmf and pres-
sure dependences of kr were obtained. The result on fluorescence measurements showed that mr in-
creased very steeply with pressure in 9-methylanthratene, while it increased slightly in anthracene. 
The changes of Or aze also discussed in view of the pressure effect oa the intersystem crossing kt,.

Experimental

 Apparatus 

   The apparatus reported previously was improvedsl. The cell for photochemical reactions and 

fluorescence measurements is shown in Fig. I. The cell made of stainless steel is provided with three 

quartz windows and a teflon piston. In the case of fluorescence measurements, one sapphire window of 

    9) F. Tanaka, \l. Sasaki and 1. Osugi, Rev. Pkys. CAern. Japan, 41. l3 (19i1) 
   10) E. J. Baven and D. R'. Tanner, Trans. Faraday Soc., 51, 475 (1955) 

   Il) ~. Cherkasov and R, Bember, Optics and Spec., 6, 3t9 (1959)
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the high pressure optical vessels> gave place to a coil of manganin wire [or the direct measurement of 

pressure. As all of three sapphire windows are necessary for following [he photochemical reaction 

yields spectrophotometrically, pressure cannot be measured simultaneously. In this case the Correction 

for the Bourdon gauge was done. Silicone oil was. used as pressure transmitting medium. 

 Materials 

   Commercial anthracene for scintillation and a-hexane of spectroscopic quality (Nakarai Chemi-

cals, Ltd.) were used without further purification. 9-Methylanthracene was synthesized by the known 

method12l and purified by recrystallization, column chromatography and sublimation. 

 Measurement of relative yield of photodimerization 

   The yields of photodimerizations were determined by following the disappearance of the typical 

absorption band at the longer wave leng[6 in anthracene and 9-methylanthrazene. Reactions were 

carried out under practically total absorption, with the exciting light from 300 mk [0 400 mp which was

Fis']
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isolated from ultra high pressure mercury lamp by using CoSO. solution 51ter- Theini[ial concent-

rations of ceaction solutions are 10-amol/1 for anthracene, Sx10'amol/1 for 9-methylanthracene, 

respectively. Solutions were degassed by several freeze•thaw cycles and put into the cell under a 

stream of nitrogen gas.

 Measurement of fluorescence spectrum 

   The sample solutions were irradiated by 366 my. light isolated from high pressure mercury lamp 

with the interference filter and the fluorescence passed through a monochromator was detected by the 

photomultiplierand the recorder. Though the amount of absorbed fight must be constant at each pres-
sure to get the relative values of the fluorescence intensih~, it may be changed because of the pressure-

induced red shifts of absorption spectra and the concentration changes caused by the volume contraction. 

It is necessary to 5nd the condition where the amount of absorbed light I,m is nearly constant at the 

part of the cell available to detect fluorescence (shaded part in Fig. 2). The relation between I,ea and 
etc] (e: extinction coefficient at 366mk, [c]: concentration of solute) was plotted taking account of the 
shape of the cell. 

   As shown in Fig- 3, even if a and [c] change in [he range from 0.5 to 0.8 for s[c], the amount of 

absorbed. light is kept nearly constant. Under such a condition the fluorescence measurements were 

carried out: [c]=2.5 x 10-'mol/l for anthracene, [c]=) X 10-smol/1 for 9-methylanthracene. Oxygen 

was excluded from solutions by the same method as for photodimerization.

ResulTs

   The photodimerization yield was proportional to the concentration at each pressure in both com-

pounds. Jb Fig. 4, apparent rate constants kos~ versas pressure are shown at the ratio to the values at 

the normal pressure. The reciprocals of viscosity of n-hexane also are shonmta>. In antbracene hoe, is 

nearly inversely proportional to the viscosity of the solvent. On the other hand, in 9-methylanthracene

~.o
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Fig. + The change of apparent rate constant [or 

      photodimeriaation yield with pressure 
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13) D. N. Brazier and G. R. Freeman, Cmr. J. Chern., 47, 893 (1969)
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the discrepancy between h,~, and the reciprocal of the viscosity of solvent become larger withincreasing 

pressure. 
   The $uorescence spectra are described in Figs. 5 and 6. The spectra show the monotonous red 

shifts with increasing pressure, but apparently the shapes of spectra are scarecely changed in both 

Compounds. The most remarkable pressure efect on the fluorescence spectra is a large increase of 

intensity in 9-methylanthracene, while the effect is small in anthracene. The spectra described in the 

figures are uncorrected for the sensitivities of the monochromator and the photomultiplier, and for the 

changes of refractive indexes of solvent and pressure medium. But considering that changes in refrac-

tive indexes at pressures up to 3,000kg/cm4 are small and that red shifts are small, the shapes of 

spectra would be practically invariable, so the ratio of the fluorescence intensities at peaks could be 

regarded as the ratio of fluorescence yields. The change of fluorescence yields with pressure are shown 

in Fig. 7. From [he relation mr=kr:r and the assumption that kr is invariable with pressure, the 

following relation is derived: 

                                                                   T'p 
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                               mtt~ ; rte 
                                  mr0~ re~1 

rr increases strikingly with increasing pressure in 9-methylanthracene, while rr is not 

pressure in anthracene.

so sensitive to

Discussion

  Photodimerization rate 

   It is expected that the pressure effect on the rate of diffusion-controlled reaction appears as the 

viscosity effectz.lt-ts), The bimolecular reaction rates in the excfted single[. state are frequently con-

trolled by diffusion because reactions occur during the short lifetime of excited single[ molecules. The 

photodimerizations of anthracene and 9-methylanthracene that have large rate constants tOs~-IO' 

mol'r•sec'r also are considered to be diffusion-controlled reactionstl.l7), 

   The obtained results indicate that in anthracene where rr has a slight pressure dependence , the 
correspondence of kos~ to a reciprocal of the viscosity of solvent is fairly good, but in 9-methylanthra-

cene where ;r shows a remarkahle increase by pressure, kola become larger than expected by the change 

of viscosity as pressure increase. Considering this reaction as a simple bimolecular reaction between an 

excited siglet state molecule and a ground state molecule, the reaction yield at the low concentration 

as in this case is described in the following form: 

Therefore fke.=kr•: r. 

   The pressure dependences of reaction rates k, with anthracene and 9-methylanthracene were ob-

tained from the relative values for ko,,, and for rr (mr). As shown in Fig. 8, k~ are approximately 

inversely proportinal [o the viscosity of solvent in 9-methylanthracene as well as anthracene. That is, 

the photodimerization rates are controlled by the diffusion in both compounds and the unexpected 

behavior of apparent rate constant kos. for 9-methylanthracene is due to the increase of the lifetime ; r 

with pressure. 

   Now, the existence of excimers has often been considered in anthracene and its derivatives and 

indeed excimer fluorescenre has been obsen•ed in 9-methylanthmcenen,ta~ though not observed in 

anthracene. And it was also suggested that the photodimerizations occurred via the excimer statests>. 

   The present results cannot elucidate the role of excimer in the photodimerization. In the case of 

dimer formation via excimer, the process of excimer formation may be considered to be rate determining 

and diffusion•conlrolled.

l4) S. D. Hamaaa, Trans, Faraday Soc., 54, 30i ([938) 
l3) A. H. Ewald, J. Pkyt. Ckern., 67, 1727 (1963) 
l6) D. 1V. Haworth and W. S. Metcalf, !. Ckem. Soc., 1965 4678 
17) J. B. Hirks and J. B. Aladekomo, Plwraokcm. Phorobiol., 2, 415 (1963) 
18) R. L. Barnes and ]. B. Birks, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) Ser. A, 291, 370 (1966) 
t9) Th. Frirster, Angev. Ckam., gl, 364 (1969)
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   DYoreover, the results on 9-methylanthracene suggest that when the pressure effects on the photo-

chemical reaction yields are investigated, the influencesof pressure on other competitive rate processes 

as well as on the concerned reaction rates are important factors.

i.o ~

'~ os

0.25

  .
\

~'_
    C -_, _~

1000 2000 3000 
 Pressure, kg/cm2

Pig. 8 The change of rate constant foc 

      photodimerization with pressure 

      Q: Anthracene 

      ~: 9-\Iethylanthracene

0

 Fluorescence yield 

   The fluorescence yield of 9-methylanthracene became higher with increasing pressure. Now, the 

reason of the changes of fluorescence yields should be considered. Bowen and Sahu reported that the 

fluorescence }•ields of 9-substituted anthracenes increased with the decrease of temperature and the 

increase of the viscosity of solvent, while side-substituted anthracenes did not show such an effectm>. 

Thereafter, many studies on the temperature dependences were carried out by the measurements of 

fluorescence yield, lifetime and T•T absorptionzt-za), The results obtained have indicated that the 

internal conversions k;~ are negligible and the radiative rates kr are practically invariable tvi[h tem-

perature and [he intersystem aossing rates ks irom single[ state to triplet state increase with increasing 
temperature in [he derivatives which have temperature dependences of fluorescence yield. 

   Neglecting kr~, 0r is written by 

                               kf                                      0
r=k rt kin' 

Assuming that kr are invariable with pressure and that the changes of Nr are only due to k;a, the 

pressure dependences of k;, for anthracene and 9-methylanthracene are obtained from the absolute 
values at normal pressure (p/r=0.36 for aathraceae211, 0.33 for 9-methylanthracene>) and the mea-

sured relative values at each pressure far mr (Pig. 9). As pressure increases, k;a shows large decrease 

for 9-methylanthracene and the decrease is smaller for anthracene. 

   The temperaWre dependences of ks have been explained by Fig. 102a•~1. Anthracene and side-

substitu[ed derivatives in which the lowest excited single[ state Sr lies above T~, where Te is the second

20) E. J. Bowen and J, Sahu, J. Pkyr. Chem., 63, 4 (1959) 
21) W. R. Ware and B. A. Baldwin, J. Ckerrs. Plryr„ 43, 1194 (1961) 
22) E. C. Lim, J. D. Laposa and J. 1f. H. Yu, !. Afa1. Specrry., 19, 412 (1966) 
23) R. G Benaett and P. J. 14Cadin, 7. Clrenr. P/rys., 44, 1969 (1966) 
24) R. E. Kellag, ibid., 44, 411 (1966)
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triplet state near to Sr, do not need the activation energy for [he intersystem crossing Sr-.Ta. In con-

trast to those, the intersystem crossing Sr-rTe for 9-substituted anthracenes in which Sr lies below Ts 

is the activation process and consequently exhibits temperature dependence .
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    The pressure a&ects alsomay be explained from the difference of energy between Sr and Tz. As 

clear from the observed red shifts of fluorescence spectra (roughly 1 ̂ •2 mp/kbar), pressure lowers the 

energy level for Sr. Generally, in nonpolar solute-nonpolar solvent system. absorption and fluorescence 

spectra aze shitted to the longer wave length by pressure?s-~1. These red shifts occur because the 

solute-solvent interaction is stronger in Sr owing to its larger polarity than in the ground state and the 
increase of the interaction by pressure also is larger in Sr. Considering that [he polarities in Tr are 

probably smaller than in $~1 in anthracene derivatives where both the Sr state and the T+ state are L., 
state~•~> and that transition moments in T+ Tz absorption are very small~•~1, it may be expected that 

polarities in Tz are smaller than in Sr and hence the lowering of Tz by pressure is also smaller. If it is 
true, the energy gap in Si T2 for 9-methylanthracene increases with pressure, so its intersystem crossing 

rate is retarded because of the larger activation energy. On the other hand, the energy gap should be 

smaller with increasing pressure in anthracene and it seems contradictory to the so-called energy gap 

law because the fluorescence yield of anthracene still increases with pressure though the increment is 

small. 

   Although it may be insignificant at this stage to discuss the small change of 0r, Johnson and 
Offenat~ have observed that the intersystem crossing of anthracene was retazded by pressure and pro-

   25) 0. E. Weigang and Jr., W. W. Robertson, "High Pressure Physics and Chemistry", Chap. 4, iii, 
      ed. by R. S. Bradley. Academic Press (1963) 

   26) A. W. O(fen and E. A. Park, J. Chem. Plrys., 43, 1845 (1965) 
   Z7) M. Nicol, J. Opt. Soc. A+n., S5, 1176 (1964) 

   28) P. G. Dickens and J. W. Linnett, Quart. Rev., 11, 291 (19.1.7) 
   29) R. Pariser, l Chem. Phys., ]A, 250 (1956) 

   30) H. B. %levens and J. R. Platt, ibid.. 17, 470 (1949) 
   3I) P. C. Johnson and H. W. OGen, Chem. Phys. Lepers, 6, 505 (1910)
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hibited completely at about 20kbar at l7°K in matrix. Further, it has been suggesteda23 that the rate 

for intersystem crossing between the approximately degenerate states has not a simple relation to the 

difference of energy between those states. Recently, the `'inverse due[erium effect" also has been ob-

served with anthracene~~. In such a case the state density in the final state may give an important 

contribution to the Franck-Condon factor of the intersystem crossing ra[ea41. That is, as the energy gap 

becomes smaller with increasing pressure, the number.of vibronic states in "1'e which are degenerate with 

[he lowest vibronic level in S, is diminished and hence the Franck-Condon factor may be smaller. But 

the influences of pressure on the factors other than energy gap, e. g. the effect of viscosity which Bowen 

and Sahu pointed out, could not be either excluded at the present stage. Anyhow, the intersystem 

crossing on antbracene derivatives are not yet clear in many point. Further studies: aze being done in 

view of the pressure effects.
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